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Abstract - The underlying motive of “follow the water” in the search for evidence of past or present life on Mars has led NASA to deploy increasingly sophisticated robotic missions to the planetary surface. Opportunity and Spirit, the current pair of MER (Mars Exploration Rovers) on Mars for over a year, have both discovered evidence of past surface water. Optimal use of mission resources, such as ground planning time and surface operation duration, for increased science data return becomes critical with each advancement in the capabilities of the onboard instrument suites. This paper presents a novel, end-to-end, fully integrated system being developed at JPL (Jet Propulsion Laboratory) that is called SCAIP (Single Command Approach and Instrument Placement). SCAIP enables a rover to autonomously travel to a designated science target from an extended distance away, and precisely place an instrument on that target with a single command without additional human interaction. The results of some experimental studies with a rover in terrestrial settings and using imagery returned from MER are also described.

Index Terms – Planetary surface rovers, autonomous science, closed loop control.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since 1997, JPL has successfully landed three rovers on the surface of Mars, including the Sojourner rover in 1997 and the two MER, Spirit and Opportunity in 2003. The Sojourner rover had a two-degrees of freedom instrument deployment device (IDD) for the alpha proton X-ray spectrometer. MER has a five-degrees of freedom IDD, with a suite of four instruments at the end-effector, including a microscopic imager (MI), a rock abrasion tool, a Mössbauer spectrometer, and an alpha proton X-ray spectrometer. The MI is a fixed focus camera with a touch-rod for surface contact sensing. An advanced technology prototype of the MER called the FIDO (Field Integrated Design and Operations) rover is shown in Fig. 1, with the IDD in contact with a rock during a recent field trial. FIDO was used for algorithm development and training of MER science personnel for ground operations [1, 2, 3].

Currently, MER uses at least three Martian days (sols) after selection of a science target from panoramic mast-mounted imagery to approach and place an instrument on the target. The first sol is used to traverse a path to a safe stand-off position using a path planned by the operations team on Earth. At the end of the traverse, an image of the science target is taken using the wide field of view stereo hazard avoidance cameras (HazCams) body-fixed to the rover. The HazCams have a useful range for stereo height map generation of about one to two meters. This image is analyzed to determine if another short drive is needed to bring the target within the work-volume of the IDD; a path that would be uploaded to the rover and executed on the second sol. At the end of the second sol traverse, the target is imaged again using the HazCams, and an IDD arm trajectory is planned for the third sol to bring the instrument in contact with the science target. In the case of the MI, the uplinked command also includes image acquisition.

Cutting this three sol period to a single sol potentially enables the maximization of science data return to Earth and makes the most efficient use of ground operations planning time. During 2001, members of the Mobility and Robotic Systems Section at JPL developed a closed loop system illustrated in Fig. 2 called SCAIP (Single Command Approach and Instrument Placement) [4, 5]. SCAIP is potentially a key technology for precision placement operations for the upcoming 2009 Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) mission. The system controller closed the loop between the rover state and the relative target position through tracking of feature points using a visual odometry algorithm.

* The research described in this paper was performed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under a contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
The closed-loop control between the IDD, which will ultimately perform the instrument placement, and the rover plant is broken at these two steps. If a single coordinate system is used for the design of a closed-loop controller for these steps, the potential error is minimized. Such a representation based on an IDD-centered coordinate system called HIPS (Hybrid Image/Plane Stereo) has been developed at JPL [8, 4].

Another source of compromised science return lies with the fixed focus MI. Errors in knowledge of the height and surface topology of the science target derived from stereo imagery from an extended distance away (~10 meters) can lead to out-of-focus MI imagery. Preliminary experimental studies
suggest that the HIPS manipulation approach yields placement accuracies on the order of 1-2 mm in position and less than a degree in orientation [8, 4]. HIPS is coupled with an auto-focus algorithm [4, 5] recently developed at JPL to automatically close the loop between IDD movement and image focus.

The next section gives an overview of the SCAIP system, followed by a discussion of related work. Next, the results of some experimental studies using terrestrial technology rovers and imagery returned from MER are described. Finally, a section on conclusions and current directions closes the paper.

II. SCAIP Sequence Overview

The SCAIP sequence process flow is shown in Fig. 2. The science target selection process occurs in sol 1 (same as MER) through an analysis of a stereo panorama acquired by the NavCams mounted on a mast. Dense stereo range map generation is good to about twenty meters with these cameras. The target position in 3-D and the surface normal in the global coordinate frame are then uploaded to the rover. All of the operations then occur autonomously with exception checking at each step. The nominal sequence follows the six steps labeled on the left of Fig. 2, with an exception step 7 required if a safety check fails. These are:

(Step 1) The rover drives to an offset position (~2 meters) from the science target using the mast-mounted narrow field-of-view (~45 degrees) NavCams while updating the science target localization with respect to tracked feature points. An extended Kalman filter algorithm is used to fuse the wheel encoder, IMU, and estimated position from the feature point tracking and to update the rover state during the traverse [9, 10, 8, 11]. A hazard detection/avoidance algorithm such as MER GESTALT [12] is active during this portion of the traverse.

(Step 2) At the offset position (usually about two meters from the designated target), the science target position is handed off to the wide field-of-view (~125 degrees) HazCams through a coordinate transformation of the HIPS IDD-centered frame.

(Steps 3 & 4) The tracked feature points and science target are now mapped into the IDD-centered frame using HIPS for the final traverse to the target. At the end of the short traverse a stereo pair is taken with the HazCams to determine the IDD target for the instrument placement operation.

(Step 5) A safe path is planned for the IDD using an onboard version of the MER collision-checking algorithm that verifies there are no collisions with the rover infrastructure, self, or the terrain prior to instrument placement [13].

(Step 6) Finally, the IDD is placed at a safe position over the target and incrementally stepped to the surface along the surface normal.

(Step 7) In the event that a safe path is not found, the rover can either call home or plan a safe path to an alternate position on the target surface using an algorithm being developed at the NASA Ames Research Center [14, 15].

Details of Steps (1-4), and (6) of the sequence are described next. Details of Step (5) can be found in [13], and of Step (7) in [14, 15].

(Step 1) Drive to Stand-off Position

Accumulated errors due to wheel slippage, deviations from the nominal route due to hazards, and/or compliance in the mast joints can compromise the localization of the rover during the traverse to the stand-off position. For example, wheel odometry in the field has shown 20% error or more in traverses of just a few meters even on level terrain depending on the surface characteristics. This Step relies on tracking features in the vicinity of the science target [16, 17] and then localizing the target relative to these features. Possible feature invariants include the Harris corner detector [18, 6, 20], gray-scale patches [21], and line features derived from connected output of the Harris operator.

The visual odometry algorithm [6, 7] currently being successfully used on the Martian surface by Spirit and Opportunity uses the Förstner interest operator [22] to generate feature points, which are tracked between frames. The rover state is then updated using the estimated change in position and orientation. Typical errors in localization are within 1% to 2% of the total distance traversed. The designated science target is localized with respect to the feature points with its position relative to the rover updated after each frame. This approach eliminates problems, such as changes in lighting and possible lack of distinguishable features on the science target, which are associated with traditional target tracking methods.

The visual odometry technique is computationally expensive because best results are obtained with a good coverage of the surrounding environment through a large number of matched feature points, and affine parameter estimation methods [23] offer a predictive solution to the problem. The affine parameter estimation algorithm illustrated in Fig. 3 uses three co-planar points in two image frames to estimate a homography transform [24] between the points, followed by a determination of the affine parameter for off-planar points. This parameter can then be used to predict where all of the feature points should be in the current frame based on their position in the previous frame. Some initial runs using the technique are described in the Experimental
(Step 2) Hand-off Goal Position

Up to this point, all coordinate transforms have been done in the rover-centric frame. Ultimately, greater accuracy can be obtained using an IDD-centered frame for the reasons mentioned in the Introduction section. The HIPS approach generates camera models through visual sensing of fiducial marker(s) on the manipulator’s end-effector as shown in Fig. 4. This process generates a mapping between the image plane coordinates of feature points and the IDD joint angles, all referenced to the base reference frame of the IDD. This is done for the NavCams (used for navigation in Step 1) and the HazCams (used for instrument placement in Step 6). For the critical problem of the transfer of control from the mobility system to the manipulation system, the fact that the front HazCam and NavCam camera models are specified relative to a common reference frame and have been generated using the rover-mounted manipulator that will ultimately perform the instrument placement will greatly increase the reliability and accuracy of the feature tracking hand-off process.

(Steps 3&4) Final Path Plan & Traverse

The feature point generation and tracking capabilities of the visual odometry algorithm from Step 1 are used to determine 3-D coordinates of the image plane “fiducials” since these will not be present in natural images. HIPS is then used to update the rover position and orientation and to determine the designated science target position in the IDD-centered frame. Some initial runs in the lab using the technique are described in the Experimental Studies section.

(Step 6) Instrument Placement & Image Acquisition

The basic principle of HIPS is the generation of camera models through direct visual sensing of the manipulator’s end-effector using estimation and the subsequent use of these models to position the manipulator at a target location specified in the image-planes of a stereo camera pair using stereo correlation and triangulation. In-situ estimation and adaptation of the manipulator/camera models in this method accounts for changes in the system configuration, ensuring consistent precision for the life of the mission [25]. With the target range computed via stereo triangulation, the inverse kinematic model is used to solve for the joint rotations of the manipulator that place the end-effector at the desired target location. Finally, during the terminal approach to a target by the manipulator, additional samples of the fiducial(s) located on the end-effector are used to refine camera models in the region that is close to the terminus of the manipulator motion [8, 4].

The microscopic imager (MI) used on the current planetary surface rovers is a fixed focus instrument. The IDD is positioned at an offset relative to the stereo-derived surface height, and then moved toward the selected target position in steps of 3 mm. For hard surfaces such as rock, the touch-rod sensor on the device should be in contact for the image that is in focus. However, for soft surfaces such as terrain, this might not necessarily be the case if the touch-rod sinks into the surface before tripping.

Since communication bandwidth is restricted for science data delivery back to Earth, an autonomous instrument placement sequence would ideally analyze the images as they are acquired and determine which one has the optimal focus. We have developed a closed-loop method for optimal IDD placement that is based on a wavelet texture index previously developed for automatic target recognition [21]. The index given in (1) is derived from the wavelet coefficients sampled at multiple scales, orientations, and local neighborhood sizes:

\[
TS(a,b) = \frac{1}{L} \sum_{i=0}^{L-1} \sum_{j \in m} \sum_{k \in m} |C_i(a + j, b + k)|, \quad (1)
\]

where \(L\) is the number of levels in the transform, \(n\) and \(m\) are the dimensions of the local sampling neighborhood centered at pixel \((a,b)\) at each level of the transform, and \(C_i\) is the wavelet coefficient at level \(i\). Higher values of the index indicate better image focus. The wavelet decomposition [26] is used for image compression onboard the spacecraft prior to downlink to Earth in order to optimize communication bandwidth. An example of a three-level wavelet decomposition is shown in Fig. 5, where positive, negative, and zero coefficients are represented by white, gray, and black respectively. As the IDD steps towards the science target, the wavelet texture index is calculated and the decision for the next step is fed back into the controller. This process continues until the optimal focus image is found, or the touch-rod makes contact with the surface. Since most surfaces are not of uniform height, the use of the index can be tuned for bringing in sub-areas of the image into focus and/or deriving depth from focus.

III. RELATED WORK

Past work at JPL developed and demonstrated a single command sequence for autonomous approach to specified remote science targets and instrument arm placement on those targets in the Arroyo Seco at JPL [8, 5]. A 13 step algorithm was developed to autonomously track features in the vicinity of science targets using a combination of cross correlation and homographic transforms [24], and the relative position of the science target was updated during traverse to mitigate errors in
localization. Full onboard arm collision-checking was included for safe instrument placement. Eleven runs were performed with an average autonomous approach of 5.9 meters with active obstacle avoidance, and an average instrument arm placement error of 7.5 cm (1.3% of distance traveled). This baseline algorithm is currently being ported to MER for ground testing and possible use on Spirit and Opportunity beginning in September of 2005.

The results of the studies are shown in Fig. 6, with the instrument arm contact positions overlaid as crosses on the HazCam image of the target used for arm trajectory planning. The designated target is at the center of a 1 cm radius circle shown in red in Fig. 6. None of the runs were within a 1 cm radius of the designated target and the average approach distance was only 5.9 meters (no traverses longer than 6.2 meters) as compared to 10 meters, both requirements that were in the original 2009 MSL reference mission.

Prior [27] and ongoing work by the QSS Group, Inc at the NASA Ames Research Center developed and demonstrated a planner/scheduler integrated with an auto-approach and instrument placement algorithm that analyzes the science target for the optimal safe deployment based on surface normals [28, 14, 15]. The system was demonstrated on the K9 technology rover in the ARC MarsScape testbed environment using a multiple science target scenario. No attempt was made to quantify placement errors and the average distance of approach was less than 5 meters. In addition, the runs were done without active obstacle avoidance.

Closest to the SCAIP approach is recent work done using interest operators in a multi-scale approach over multiple frames [29, 30]. Another approach was investigated by a team at JPL for autonomous tracking and retrieval of small rock samples [31, 32, 33]. In this work, the targets were relatively easy to discriminate from the background and the approach distances were all less than 5 meters.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

We performed a number of experimental studies for various portions of the SCAIP system. These included runs in the JPL MarsYard with the FIDO rover and with MER HazCam imagery acquired by Spirit for the feature point tracking used in Step 1, in the sandpit with the SRR (Sample Return Rover) in JPL Building 82 for the HIPS based traverse used in Step 4, and with MER MI imagery acquired by Opportunity for the wavelet-based texture index auto-focusing used in Step 6.

The main issue of importance for SCAIP Step 1 is the detection and tracking of feature points in outdoor environments. In order to demonstrate the visual odometry feature extraction and tracking with MER rover imagery, a pair of HazCam images taken by Spirit on Sol 490 while on the final approach to a science target was analyzed offline. The first image of the sequence with all of the motion vectors for the tracked feature points overlaid is shown in Figure 7, where the start point is shown in white and the end point in black connected by a dotted line. The motion of the rover is computed based on vectors which are consistent with the global motion of the rover (aligned vectors), and the others are discarded. The estimated motion was 0.462 meters for a commanded traverse of 0.6 meters, giving a slip rate of 23%.

In order to test the feature point prediction algorithm for SCAIP Step 1, the FIDO rover was set up about 10 meters from a target position in the JPL MarsYard and commanded to traverse the distance to the target in 20 cm steps while acquiring mast-mounted NavCam stereo images at each step. The rover position was updated using wheel odometry and the mast was repositioned towards the target based on this update. Two consecutive frames taken with the mast-mounted FIDO NavCams are shown in Fig. 8. The visual odometry algorithm was used to generate three tracked feature points for the derivation of the homography transform between frames. These are shown in red in each frame in Fig. 8. The affine
calibrated coordinates determined shown left tangent and lateral directions to the rover frame respectively. With visual maximum parameter shown image points Fig. 7. Initial left HazCam image of the MER Sol 490 science target approach. Overlaid on the image are the tracked feature points found by the visual odometry algorithm with the previous image location shown as a white dot and the current tracked point shown as a black dot at each end of the tracking vectors.

parameter was then determined based on any of the other tracked feature points labeled in green in Fig. 8, which was then used to predict the position of all of the other feature points in Frame 2 from their position in Frame 1. The maximum difference between the predicted points and the visual odometry matched points was (0.77 pixels, 1.01 pixels) with a standard deviation of (0.36 pixels, 0.43 pixels) in the tangent and lateral directions to the rover frame respectively.

In the experimental study for SCAIP Step 4, the SRR was set up about 2 meters from a target rock and commanded to traverse the distance to the rock in 25 cm steps. The final left image frame taken with the body-fixed SRR HazCams is shown in Fig. 9, with an overlay of the tracked features determined by the visual odometry algorithm (white dot at one end of line is current position and black dot at other end is previous position). We used these feature point image plane coordinates as input to the HIPS algorithm that had been calibrated for the SRR HazCams. Since the work volume of the SRR IDD is limited to about 65 cm in front of the rover and the HIPS camera models were all generated based on fiducial sampling within this volume, position errors from 2 meters away at the start of the sequence are expected to be large, with increasing refinement as the target enters within the work volume. At the start of the traverse, the maximum difference between the HIPS-derived and the visual odometry matched points was (77.0 cm, 25.0 cm, and 10.1 cm) with a standard deviation of (36.0 cm, 10.5 cm, and 4.3 cm) in the tangent, lateral, and height directions to the rover frame respectively. At the end of the traverse, the maximum difference between the HIPS-derived and the visual odometry matched points was (3.8 cm, 6.5 cm, and 4.1 cm) with a standard deviation of (3.2 cm, 2.5 cm, and 1.3 cm) in the tangent, lateral, and height directions respectively.

In the experimental study for SCAIP Step 6, MER MI images downlinked from Opportunity on the surface of Mars were analyzed offline using the wavelet autofocus index. The images were acquired on Sol 10 and Sol 15 by positioning the IDD at a safe position from the target and following a trajectory towards the target along the surface normal in 5 steps of 3 mm each. The first and last MI images (spatial resolution of 1024 X 1024 pixels) from three of the targets are shown on the left and right in each row in Fig. 10. The first and third rows are from terrain targets, and the middle row is from a rock face. The wavelet autofocus index for each of 5 steps on the approach trajectory for three representative science targets is displayed in Fig. 11, where the horizontal axis is the step number and the vertical axis is the autofocus index value. A peak value indicates which MI image is in focus in each of the sequences. In all cases, the position with the peak value matched those determined by the scientist on Earth.

Fig. 8. Two consecutive frames from the FIDO left NavCam taken in the JPL MarsYard. The feature points were identified with the visual odometry algorithm. The three feature points labelled in red were used to generate the homography transform between frames, and the affine parameter was used to predict the positions of the feature points shown in green.

Fig. 9. Final left HazCam image of the test approach sequence taken with the SRR in JPL Building 82. Overlaid on the image are the tracked feature points found by the visual odometry algorithm with the previous image location shown as a black dot and the current tracked point shown as a white dot at each end of the tracking vectors.
V. Conclusions & Current Directions

A closed-loop system called SCAIP for autonomous acquisition of science data by planetary surface rovers was presented. This system is initialized with a single command from Earth containing a designated science target position in a global coordinate frame. The rover will then autonomously traverse to the target from an extended distance away (on the order of 10 meters) and place the instrument on the designated target position. The loop is closed between the rover plant and the target position using a visual odometry algorithm for the tracking of feature points not necessarily on the designated target to estimate and update rover state. A handoff mechanism using HIPS from the long-range NavCams and the short-range HazCams used for IDD arm trajectory planning was described. This hand-off mechanism closes the loop between the rover plant and the IDD-centered coordinate frames. For fixed focus instruments such as the MER MI, an algorithm was described that closes the loop between the IDD movement and the quality in-focus science imagery returned.

The experimental studies demonstrated that an algorithm for feature point prediction based on affine parameter estimation addresses the computational load of the visual odometry technique by potentially speeding up the point matching process with no loss of accuracy. For the final rover approach prior to IDD placement, an algorithm based on HIPS for precision positioning of the designated science target within the IDD work volume demonstrated good accuracy for a 2 meter traverse. Finally, the wavelet texture autofocus index was demonstrated to autonomously match human performance for determination of the optimal IDD placement on a science target.

We are currently running more tests to validate the performance of the system in terms of placement accuracy, sensitivity to environmental factors such as terrain and lighting variations, and sensitivity to science target geometry. We anticipate running a set of 50 field tests of the system using the FIDO rover in mid-summer of 2005.
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